Population census round 2019
Population census - statistical observation, which includes the process of collecting, processing the demographic, economic and social data characterizing the respondent at a certain point in time, analyzing and disseminating aggregated data.

In June 2015, the United Nations (hereinafter UN) announced the launch of the next round of population censuses in 2020. The Council of Heads of State of the Commonwealth of Independent States (hereinafter referred to as the CIS) of September 16, 2016 in the city of Bishkek, decided to hold regular population censuses in the CIS member states in the closest possible time to 2020, preferably from October 2019 to October 2020.
The population census 2019 in the Republic of Kazakhstan is planned in accordance with:

- Resolution of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On the rules and timeframes for national censuses";
- The Decree of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On the population census 2019 in the Republic of Kazakhstan" with the Plan of Measures for Conducting the Population Census in the Republic of Kazakhstan;
- The Decree of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On the establishment of the republican commission for census assistance";
- Instruction of the Head of the Presidential Administration of the Republic of Kazakhstan Adilbek Zhaksybekov No. 17-61-44.120-1 of 22.09.2017.
- Order of the Minister of National Economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan of 03.03.2018 №92 "On approval of standard qualifying characteristics of positions of managers, specialists and other employees of organizations in the areas of state statistical activity and regulation of trading activities";
Population Census

Source of information regarding the size and composition of the following population groups

Population of the Republic of Kazakhstan

- The permanent population of the Republic of Kazakhstan, including those temporarily absent (less than 12 months)
- Citizens of the Republic of Kazakhstan who work in diplomatic and other missions, consular institutions of the Republic of Kazakhstan abroad and their family members
- Respondents residing temporarily (less than 12 months) in of the Republic of Kazakhstan, permanently residing abroad
Population categories

Cannot be registered:

• foreign citizens, employees of diplomatic missions, consular offices and other representations of foreign states, international organizations missions in the Republic of Kazakhstan, as well as members of their families;

• persons who have left the Republic of Kazakhstan for a period of more than 12 months for work, on a business trip, for training (with the exception of students on the state educational program "Bolashak").
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Use of Administrative Data Sources in Population Census 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Address register (local executive body - Architecture and Urban Planning Department)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The data on household inventory (akims of settlements, villages, rural districts)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The register of the assigned population (MH RK)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal base data of the SC, Ministry of Economy, Rep.Kaz</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The statistical population register (MJ RK - HBDFL and registry office, MIA RK - migration, MLSPP - retired)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Statistical housing register (MJ RK - HBDRN, LEB - statistical business register)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The logo symbolizes the unity of the people and family values under shanyrak, the raised hands of "people" confirm the openness, safety and importance of the event.

Each citizen is valued in Kazakhstan!
Census questionnaires design
Population data collection during census round 2019

November 1-15 Internet census online at «sanaq.gov.kz»

November 1-30 respondents' interviews using tablets

December 1 - 7, after the completion of the census questionnaire, a selective control round of respondents is conducted with a coverage of at least 10% to determine the reliability of census questionnaires and full coverage.

In hard-to-reach areas, the census is conducted using a tablet a month before the population census.
During an Internet survey, the respondents fill out the questionnaires in electronic form at "sanaq.gov.kz". Online the respondent gets registered defining status and identification by means of personal identification data, mobile phone numbers, and e-mail addresses. When completing questionnaires online, the relevant classifiers and directories are tied to the questions when selecting answers. Format-logical check (FLC) for filling and moving from question to question is provided. After completing the internet survey, the respondent receives a notification of the census during the registration at the registration e-mail and mobile phone.
Respondent registration for filling out questionnaires via the Internet

www.stat.gov.kz
Respondent registration for filling out questionnaires via the Internet
Using a tablet: involves a continuous survey of citizens within 30 calendar days to collect information by census personnel. The collection of information will be carried off filling out census questionnaires. In the tablet there is a database of administrative sources on the census site. Formative-logical checks (FLC) for filling out electronic questionnaires and moving from question to question have been provided. When completing the questionnaires, corresponding marks are entered in the listed answers, if necessary, figures and / or text are entered. All registered respondents and interviewers will receive certificates on the census.
Regional Department of Statistics

The census department (in each SCC, 2-year contract) 
85 persons

Instructor (P-2, commissioners)
on the preparation and conduct of national censuses, (in each district), recruiting for IEC
588 persons

Instructor (supervisory trainer)
on the preparation and conduct of national censuses on services agreement, recruiting for 1.5 months (instructor station - for respondents wishing to be registered at the station)
3 730 persons

1st stage Interviewer (register clerk), recruiting for 1 month (average quotas - 1 590 dwellings, buildings, and non-residential premises)
3 475 persons

2nd stage – 3 197 человек, average quotas 7 census takers

2nd stage Interviewer (census taker), recruiting for 1 month (average quotas - 833 respondents)
22 377 persons
Census personnel training

Staff of the Statistics Committee of Ministry of Economy, Rep.Kaz

- stage 1 – May, 2019
- stage 2 – September, 2019

Territorial Offices of statistics personnel (48 persons) and Census Offices Heads (16 persons)

- stage 1 – June, 2019
- stage 2 – October, 2019

District/city statistical offices personnel (184 persons) and instructors in the preparation and conduct of national employment censuses (commissioners) (588 persons)

- stage 1 – June, 2019
- stage 2 – October, 2019

Instructors for the preparation and conduct of national censuses for the contract on paid services agreement (supervisory trainers), 1st and 2nd stage interviewers (29582 persons)
Further use of tablet computers (27,500) after the population census

Statistics Committee of Ministry of Economy, Rep.Kaz


Subordinate organizations and institutions

Local executive bodies (Akims of provinces and cities of Astana, Almaty)
## Comparing Over Time - Census Data Resources of 2009 and 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Budget</strong></td>
<td>6.5 billion tenge.</td>
<td>8.8 billion tenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of temporarily employed personnel, of them:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>83 000 persons</td>
<td>29 582 persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1674 persons – Census Offices Heads</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 730 persons – instructors in the preparation and conduct of national censuses under a contract for paid services agreement (supervisory trainers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 468 persons – supervisory trainers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 490 persons – register clerks</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 475 чел. – 1\textsuperscript{st} stage interviewers (register clerks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58 368 persons – census takers</td>
<td></td>
<td>22 377 чел. – 2\textsuperscript{nd} stage interviewers (census takers)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the preparatory period, the authorized body implements the following activities:

• development of a plan of measures for the conduct of the national census;
• development and approval of the procedure for conducting censuses, questionnaires, methodological tools for conducting a national census, and the development of joint acts on interaction with government bodies;
• organization of works on the development of objects of information and communication infrastructure, the preparation of training programs for the conduct of the national census, and organization of training seminars for census personnel;
• in conjunction with the appropriate authorities, commissions, census personnel conducting public awareness-raising campaign among the population about the purposes and procedure of the national census;
• census personnel selection and conclusion of contracts for participation in the national census in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
In the main period, the following activities are implemented by the authorized body:

• respondents interviewing and filling out the entry in the census forms with the received information;
• a selective control round of respondents at the end of the survey with a coverage of at least 10% to determine the reliability of census forms data and the completeness of respondents' coverage by the census personnel;
• transmitting received primary statistical data (from the respondent to the interviewer) to the authorized body;
• input of census forms data into the information system as and when received.

In the final period the authorized body implements the following measures:

• summing up the results of the national census;
• formation and publication the national census results as summary data.
The aim is public opinion formation, when the population:
• voluntarily participates in the census;
• gives fair answers to the questions of questionnaires.

Main objectives:
• informing the population about the goals and objectives of the census round 2019 in the Republic of Kazakhstan, timeframes and methodology, the questions to be asked during the population survey, and safety while participating in the census;
• overcoming phobias and negative stereotypes of the population related to the population census 2019 in the Republic of Kazakhstan;
• developing motivation for participation in the census;
• formation of a positive attitude to the interviewer of the population census 2019 in the Republic of Kazakhstan, an understanding of its importance for every resident and the country as a whole.
Forms of public awareness-raising campaign to ensure a complete enumeration of the population during the census round 2019

- Printed editions
- Radio stations
- TV channels
- Press Events (round tables, interviews, etc.)
- Technical support of respondents (Call-center)
- Posts in social networking blogs
- Video clips on the Internet
- Information posters
- Billboards
- Banners
Results of the National Population Census round 2019 (in state and Russian languages)

Publication of the results in 2020

1. Summary of the national population census of 2019;
2. Population of the Republic of Kazakhstan (2 volumes);
3. Ethnic composition of the Republic of Kazakhstan;
4. Migration of the population of Kazakhstan;
5. Education in Kazakhstan;

Publication of the results in 2021

7. Households of the Republic of Kazakhstan (2 volumes);
8. Employment in the Republic of Kazakhstan (3 volumes);
9. Incomes and livelihood of the population of the Republic of Kazakhstan;
10. Housing characteristics of the population.
Thank you for your attention!

Census Planning and Management Office
Statistics Committee
Ministry of National Economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan
tel. +7 7172 74 91 62
E-mail: n.kozhakov@economy.gov.kz